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Dear Reader
O

ften enough, solutions to environmental problems seem simple.
Global warming? Stop driving
vour car and ban fossil fuels. Damaged
ecosystems? B~n loK~ing and gru:ting.
Consider, on the ocher hand, the
decision on whether to site a petroleum
pipeline in Washington state, which is
presented as an alternative to marine and
river shipments. \Ve o 'c need a new

EDITORIAL
way to ship oil, but the problem is chat
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too much petroleum is being shipped on
Northwest waters, and the volume is spiraling out of control.
Given that. we think the lesser evil
would be co halt waterborne petroleum
traffic wherever possible, We do not
endorse any particular pipeline route
across the Cascades, but it's obvious a
pipeline would reduce risks co our waters.
But a pipeline will not solve the bigger problem: We drive far too much, the
same as we smoke too much. Both produces burn when used, and when they
burn they kill. Where arc the signs at filling stations celling us that driving is hazardous co the public's - and planet's health? Where are the billion-dollar campaigns celling us not to drive? 1f we muse
have a new pipeline, we must also place
conditions on the oil industry that would
substantially reduce our gasoline habit.
Let's treat Big Oil like Big Tobacco.
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which we are very graceful. We'd
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Hal and Pauline Hanson, Edmonds,
Wash.; E. Terrill Nobles, Corvallis, Mont.;
Sara Barnum, Tigard, Ore.; Dorothea
Middleton, Canby, Ore.: Betty C.
Anderson, Keno, Ore.; Robert Wade,
McMinnville, Ore.; Fred Hummel,
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Wash.; Kaz Thea, Bend, Ore; Earlene
Williams, Gresham, Ore.; and Susan
Carter, Baker City, Ore.
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It's Getting Late in the Day for the
Northwest's Endangered Salmon
by Paul Kooerstein

Y

ou can blame the weather for a lot
of the bad things that are happening to salmon chis year. Some
of the warmest ocean currents in
recent history moved into the North
Pacific. Thar's great for marlin and sardines, but water this warm 67
degrees off the Washington coast -can
be deadly to. salmon.
We could be seeing the leading
edge
of an
unusually
intense appearance of the

periodic ocean phenomenon known as el
niiia. Maybe the opening stage of global warming is unfolding. Or both.
But nature's just part of the story.
By the time warm currents arrived in
July, Canadian and American fishers
were fully engaged in their annual
salmon showdown.
In past years,
Canadians accused Americans of taking
more than their fair share of the fish.
They chose this summer to counterattack. The Canadians held an Alaskan
ferry for three days, caught every sock-

eye salmon they possibly could before
the Americans could net them, and
finally in September filed an extraordinary lawsuit against the Americans in
lJ.S. Federal Court.
Meanwhile, the Americans were
dealing with problems of their own
making. In August, the C.S. added five
sreelhead populations to the endangered species list. More listings are
almost certain to follow, including all
Puget Sound Chinook.
This listing
could lead to a
federal-statelocal
confrontation over
growth
along
I nrcrstate
5
from
Olympia
to Bellingham.
The likelihood
of wholesale
salmon extinctions there is considered
strong.
By 2000, state every watershed in
Washington could be affected by various endangered species listing of
salmon.
The steelhead listings .triggered
angry reactions from Indians, who bitterly complained that they fit the pattern of
discriminatory,
anti-tribal
salmon regulations that federal courts
have outlawed. The listing is likely to
sharply restrict tribal harvest of steelhead, while non-tribal spores catches on
the Oregon coast will not be so drastically affected.

The search for solutions, meanwhile, is daunting. Oregon, which created a salmon recovery plan that's been
held up as a model for other states to
copy, is letting the timber industry get
a~ay with favorable new forest regulations. The new rules haven't escaped
notice of the National Marine Fisheries
Service. which said in an August 27 letter to Oregon officials that these regulations "would seriously undermine
Oregon's
commitment
to salmon
restoration and the role of state forest
lands in delivering on that commitmerit."
Can Washingcon
<lo any better?
Gov. Gary Locke upgraded salmon to
No. 2 on his agenda behind education,
and created a new state-local natural ··
resources initiative
to address the
problem. Unlike Oregon, Washington
will attempt to save salmon without
also fighting to forestall new ESA listings in the state.
In the three stories that follow,
and in the cover story that starts on
Page 9, Cascadia Times will break
down recent developments in the continuing saga of Northwest salmon. Is
there hope for the salmon? Or is it all
downstream from here?
"It's getting very late in the day for
some species of salmon," says Iona
Campagnola, chair of the Fraser Basin
Council
in
Vancouver,
British
Columbia. "And it's even later for us."

B.C. Escalates
Salmon War
"The
politics
of salmon
are
absolutely brutal," says Bern Shanks,
director of Washington's Department of
Fish and Wildlife. 'That's always been
true, but perhaps never so much as this
year.
In July, angry Canadian fishers captured a ferry traveling from Bellingham
to Southeast
Alaska and held it for
three days. The ferry is now boycotting
its Canadian port of call, Prince Rupert,
and Alaska officials say it may nor
return there until next summer, if then.
Americans also filed suit, and cast a
censure vote against Canada in the U.S.
Senate.
·
In August, B.C. launched an all-out
assault on sockeye homeward bound to
the Fraser, the province's largest river:
The point was to keep fish out of
American hands by killing them.
This "wall of death" fishery on the
Fraser was done in the spirit of retaliation against American fishers, whom
the Canadians accuse of taking more
than their share of these fish for each of
the last 12 years or more. The notion
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that perhaps no one should be fishing
these endangered stocks is not even
being discussed.
True, the action hurt American
fishers in their wallets, as they were
denied half their usual 15-20 percent
take of Fraser River soekeye. But it

clearly hurt the fish more. Besides
damaging sockeye runs, some experts
speculate that this fishing may have
doomed some wild B.C. coho and
Chinook salmon populations, especialF IE
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The 1985 Pacific Salmon Treaty governs salmon harvests off U.S. and Canadian waters.
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ly ones native co the west side of
Vancouver Island. There, 445 of 1,200
distinct stocks are at high risk of
extinction, according a 1996 report by
fisheries scientists.
The 1985 Pacific Salmon Treaty,
which is supposed to prevent such
travesties, is now just another piece of
paper. In an effort co enforce the treaty,
British Columbia filed suit September
8 against the U.S. government and the
states of Alaska and Washington in
U.S. District Court in Seattle. R.C.
Premier Glen Clark accused the U.S.
for caking coo many fish and threatening the health of Canadian salmon
stocks.
This isn't to say chat less strident
efforts aren't under way to resolve the
crisis. Bach country has appointed special representatives to work at once
toward a solution. David Scangway,
president and vice chancellor of the
University of British Columbia, and
William Ruckclshaus, a Seattle lawyer
and the first administrator of the EPA,
have been directed to give new life co
treaty negotiations. But some say the
latest lawsuit may unravel those talks.
lark's $235 million ($325 million
Canadian) lawsuit is aimed at
extracting a promise from the
U.S. to seriously negotiate the future
of this dwindling species, which both
nations share in common. The suit,
joined by B.C. fishing interests, seeks
a court order certifying that the U.S.
has violated its international obligations under the 1985 Pacific Salmon
Treaty. Jc also asks the courts to order
the U.S. government to compel compliance by Alaska, and possibly the
states of Washington and Oregon, or
to take over the states' fisheries if they
refuse.
Washington Gov. Gary Locke told
the Seattle Times that the lawsuit could
sour efforts co revive salmon
talks between the two countries.
"Premier Clark is known for doing
a lot of imaginative things, and most
of them haven't worked," Locke
said.
In Ottawa, the Canadian Foreign
Affairs department is concerned chat
Alaska's two powerful Repuhlican senarors, Frank Murkowski
and 'led
Stevens, as well as ocher U.S. fishing
industry lobbyists, will trigger rctaliacory congressional
action against
Canada, such as trade-law harassment,
interference with easy border crossings
or worse, according to a report in the

C

TorontoGlobe and Mail.
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But Clark, now in his second year
as premier, said the suit was "hardly a
terrorist fringe action." However, in a
speech last January to fishing unions,
Clark promised to provoke "an international incident" to draw attention to
Canada's complaints about the U.S.
"Clark has been very successful in
garnering a lot of attention and generating a certain level of disinformation,"
Shanks said. "That's kind of interesting, because at some level we expert
Canadian politicians co be more intelligent and rational, but Clark is like
some of ours. Uc's practicing some of
the flambovant rhetoric that comes out
of Washington,D.C."

That would include Stevens, who
threatened this summer to cancel an
agreement co spend $100 million to
clean up U.S. military installations in
northern Canada, because of the
salmon flap.
If hy his actions Clark is attempting to force Americans co get serious
about salmon conservation, he has a
point. Americans, though not happy
with he suit, do see some merit in
Clark's argument. "We do have a
responsibility for the conservation of
Canada's fish, and they have a responsibility co be conservative with ours,"
Shanks said. "Until we manage the
resource with that basic fundamental
principle, we are going to have problems, and the fish are sure as hell going
co have problems. Eicher we are going
to start managing salmon on a sustainable basis, or we are not going to have
salmon."
In May, Canadian sources leaked a
secret report from a mediator in the
U.S.-Canada
dispute,
suggesting
Canada is due compensation for
American overfishing. The document
was produced in 1996 by New Zealand
ambassador Christopher Beebe at the
request of the parties, but both sides
refused to make his findings public.
Beebe resigned in frustration last year
after his recommendations for settlement were rejected by the U.S.
"Clearly, Canadian interceptions
of U.S. salmon are less than U.S. interceptions of Canadian salmon, and the
situation is getting worse over
time,"
Bud
Graham,
the
Canadian
alternate

, . . .k. wr

to
the
Pacific
Salmon
Commission, said September 13 at a
Seattle conference.
Graham said the inequity is apparent both in terms of number caught
and the wholesale value of the catch.
"All we ask," he said, "is for the U.S. to
acknowledge the inequity exists, and
the trend change direction."
At the same conference, James
Pipkin, the chief
.S. salmon negotiator, agreed chat an imbalance does
exist, at least in terms of the number of
fish caught. But he said the U.S. "disagrees strongly" that there's any
inequity, in terms of the total value of
fish. Pipkin said Canada's formula does
not take into account the high cost of
restoring some
U.S. stocks. But
Canadians point out that those stocks
have
been decimated
by the
Americans themselves, and that the
U.S. strategy essentially calls on
Canada to subsidize U.S. salmon
recovery efforts.
Pipkin also quarreled with the
accuracy of press reports that said
Beebe had issued recommendation
which had been rejected by the U.S.
,. "Tile 'mediator' did not see ·a way the

--~-

gap could be bridged," said Pipkin,
who also expressed annoyance with
Canada for allegedly leaking Beebe's
report, which Pipkin complained was
"to be kept confidential."
Besides overfishing, the U.S. has
failed co uphold specific treaty promises to restore decimated salmon populations in the Columbia River and
coastal Washington streams. Instead,
populations in those basins collapsed.
Shanks acknowledges that these
broken promises have also undermined the treaty. "Yes, Canada has a
complaint about equity, and their complaints are valid. But they arc imrnatcrial if we lose the resource."

Wild Steelhead
Listed; are
Puget Sound
Chinook Next?

T

he centerpiece of Washington
Gov. Gary Locke's salmon
recovery effort is a natural
resources cabinet led by a biologist
with experience in the spotted owl
wars, Curt Smirch. The 12 cabinet
members will work with local officials
throughout the state in developing recovery plans. Their
first duties involve working
with Oregon in restoring Lower
Columbia steelhead.
"We don't want minimum population levels, we want abundant harvestable levels," said Smirch.
"There arc going co be some significant actions that are going to
hurt some people. That is the cost
of salmon recovery."
Five groups of steelhead, a seagoing rainbow trout which biologists
classify as a salmon, will be protected
under the Endangered Species Act
when the listing takes effect October
10.

The National Marine Fisheries
Service, part of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, listed stcclhcad as endangered in the upper Columbia River
from the Yakima River upstream to the
Chief Joseph Dam. It gave that designation, which means the fish will go
extinct if nothing is done, to steclhcad
in southern California from the Santa
Maria River co just south of Malibu
Creek.
Meanwhile, it listed as threatened
the steelhead in the Snake River
Basin, encompassing parts of Idaho,
Washington and Oregon; the central
California coast and the south-central
California coast. A threatened listing
means the fish are likely to become
endangered in the foreseeable future.
The steelhead are pare of a rapidly
growing group of salmon and trout
native to this region that have been
decimated by some of the worst that
both humans and nature could throw at
them. The government listed winterrun Chinook in the Sacramento River
as endangered in 1990 and conti nued
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1. Sacramentowinter Chinook

Endangered

Nov '90

2. Snake River sockeye
3 ..

likely to hurt both recreational and
commercial fishermen, and in particular Columbia
River Indian tribes,
which alone are allowed to harvest
sceclhead for commercial sale. Fishers
who accidentally catch sccelhead will
he allowed to release the fish back to
the water without facing fines.
One year ago, NM FS proposed
listing 10 steelhead populations under
the ESA. Only 15 distinct populations
remain on the Pacific coast.

Tribes Protest
Listing As Act of
Racism

2. West Coast sockeyesalmon
3. West Coast Chinook

4. West Coast sea-run cutthroat
over the next several years with listings
of Snake River sockeye and Chinook,
Oregon
and California
coho and
Umpqua River cutthroat trout. These
decisions were based on the irrefutable
scientific face that these stocks have
been pushed perilously close co extinction.
"Extinction is not an option," said
Terry
Garcia,
acting
Commerce
Department
assistant secretary
for
oceans and atmosphere. "Our interest
is in restoring these fish by using the
enormous
flexibility
of
the
Endangered Species Act to enlist a full
array of options to get the job done. We
invite the states to seize chis opportunity and to work with us to find creative solutions as we take the next
steps required by the E.SA process."
Already, the state of Oregon has
announced it will incorporate steelhead protection into its vaunted coho
recovery program. For that reason,
NMFS chose not to list stocks in
Oregon. Instead, the agency will defer

Dec'98
a decision for six months on five populations in Oregon, Washington and
California "because there is considerable disagreement about the status of
the stocks."
Said Garcia, "Lase April, we took
advantage of that flexibility when we
embraced Oregon's salmon conservation plan, and refrained from listing
__.,.. ••
coho along the state's central and
northern coast.
_._-...:311
In letters to che governors or--.
..
Washington,
Idaho,
California
and
Oregon, NMFS urged a state-federal
deprive
partnership
in developing
plans co
of their inherrestore sccelhead. The letters called for
reform of h archery practices "co protect
the diversity
of naturally spawning
populations," measures to protect and
restore watersheds that support steelhead, and constraints on steelhead harvests.
J n the Northwest, the listing probably won't mean any changes to dams.
But hatchery programs and tribal fisheries are likely to be cut back. This is
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sion. The tribes challenged the data in
the Snake and upper Columbia, and
:--J'MFS listed.
Strong said that the tribes favor
the use of hatchery fish to supplement
naturally spawning populations, restoring natural river conditions by modifying dams, and protecting as well as
restoring spa,, ning and rearing habitat.
"Those who know intimately the
lase hundred years' history of the
Columbia Basin salmon know that
state and federal fishery management
has been discriminatory
against
Indians," he said.
Bur Bill Bakke, director of the
Native Fish Society in Portland, said
·i\rFS had actually bent the rules to
benefit the tribes. NMFS' listing takes
effect in October, after the ~tribes'
commercial fishing season ends'.
"A token conservation effort on

"It hardly needs restatement
that Indian treaties. like
international treaties,
entered into by the United
States are the supreme law
of the land which the states
and their elected officials
are bound to observe."

- U.S. Judge Robert ·B~loni
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the part of the tribes would have been
appreciated. The wild steelhead taken in dip nets could be released alive
co the river. This would be a small
contribution to conservation but at
least it would show ochers that the
tribes are concerned for wild steelhead.
Strong also criticized NMFS for
failing to uphold a new agreement
between the U.S. Secretary of
Commerce and tribes concerning listing decisions such as the steclhcad.
There have been no such consultations.
"For tribes, this listing brings us
one step closer to the violation of the
solemn treaty promises of the United
States government and to the abrogation of the trust responsibility every
federal agency has to uphold those
pledges," Strong said.
In 1969, U.S. Judge Robert
BeUoni ruled that the state of Oregon's
fishing rules illegally discriminated
against Indians and violated their
treaties. As Belloni also reminded us,
in words chat resonate 28 years later,
"It hardly needs restatement that
Indian treaties, like international
treaties, entered into by the United
States are the supreme law of the land
which the states and their elected officials arc bound to observe."
Indian tribes have returned to the
courts numerous times to reaffirm
these principles. Clark's lawsuit to
uphold the Pacific Salmon Treacy is an
attempt to do the same.

Slade Gorton, Dam Slayer

W

ashington Sen. Slade Gorton
contaminated by old mines, more than
opposition co removal of mo
the mileage protected under the
salmon-killing darns on the
National Wild and Scenic Riv er system.
Elwha River has finally crumbled.
Nuclear Waste. A hill would
Until early September, Gorton insisted
interim storage for high-level nuclear
the $200 million price tag was too high.
waste near Yucca Mountain, "\icvada.
Gorton now intends to spend $70
The hill fails to prov ide cnrical envimillion to remove the lower of chc rwo
ronrnenraI safeguards, environmental
Elwha dams, an increase over the $1
groups say. Similar legislation passed
million Gorton had proposed in July. A,; the Senate in April, but fell two votes
the SeattleTimes
short of the 67
put it, it W()U)d
needed to overmean the beginride a
The logging roads bill. which
nin~ of an enviPresidential veto.
lost on a 50-50 vote. would
ronmental experiRegulatory
ment never before
Reform.
have passed if Vice President
attempted:
Legislation
"knocking down a
Al Gore had been in D.C. to
would compel
hydroelectric dam
agencies like
break the tie. Instead. he was EPA to justify
to see if salmon
will repopulate
important health
"out of town." he press office
what is now a
and safety pronearly dead river."
said.
tections based on
At the end,
unworkable
Gorton was just
"greatest net
about the last man standing in the antibenefits" and "most cost-effective"
removal camp. Perhaps Gorton has
tests. It would give industry lawyers
decided co spend his energies on other
new opportunities to challenge imporcauses, such as cutting federal funds to
tant safeguards in court, according tO
Indian tribes, who in chis region receive NRDC ...
greater amounts per capita than tribes
in other parts of the country. However,
evisions to the Endangered
Northwest tribes also have great
Species Act may be ooming this
responsibilities in co-managing fishession of Congress, but the
eries and wildlife habitat with state and
California Legislature has already overfederal authorities.
hauled that state's ESA. One bill authoIt would be a mistake to chink
rizes the state Department of Fish and
Gorton's war against the environment is Game to issue pennies for the "incidenover. After all, Gorton gets more money
tal take" - or killing - of endangered
from the timber industry than any of
species as a byproduct of development
the ocher 534 members of Congress.
projects. Another establishes a volunTimber companies gave him $71,230
tary program that would encourage
over the past five years, more than any
farmers to let habitat grow on their land
other politician, according to the
while giving them legal protection if
Center for Responsive Policies ...
they accidentally kill an endangered
Meanwhile, Gorton and his allies
animal.
on the Hill are busy attempting to
In an op-ed in the Los Angeles
rework laws safeguarding the public
limes, Scace Sen. Tom Hayden called
from environmental catastrophes.
it one of the saddc t days in California's
Here are five bills worth watching:
environmental history: "Here is an
Superfund. The bill would "seriillustration of the problem: There are
ously weaken existing requirements for
256 Chinook salmon swimming in a
the clean-up of hazardous waste,"
tank in a San Franci co aquarium,
according to the Natural Resources
under a placard that reads "the last of
Defense Council. It would promote
this race will disappear in captivity
leaving toxic waste on site and restrictunless we save their habitat." Once
ing future uses of the site instead of
there were 700,000 spring-run Chinook
cleaning it up.
in the Sacramento Delta; this fall fewer
Logging Roads. Gorton and other
than 2,000 may return to spawn. The
Senate Republicans helped kill the
Chinook are on the brink of extinction.
Bryan amendment, which would have
The state needs greater awareness and
prevented the Forest Service from
immediate action, across the board, to
using taxpayer money to build logging
prevent such outcomes."
mads that almost exclusively benefit
President Clinton, meanwhile, has
timber companies while wreaking havfree trade on his mind once again. This
oc on watersheds and ecosystems. The
time, he is asking Congress to authobill, which lost on a 50-50 vote, would
rize a fast-track approval process for all
have passed if V-P Al Gore had been in
of the Americas by 2005. The Sierra
D.C. to break the tie. Instead, he was
Club said Clinton is "trapped between
"out of town," his press office said.
labor and .environrnental activists who
Mining. A rider inserted by Sen.
believe that trade agreements should
Harry Reid, 0-NV, blocks efforts by
protect their interests, and corporate
the Bureau of Land Management to
lobbyists who've discovered that trade
address environmental damage at
agreements provide a handy way to
active and abandoned mines around
attack the pesky environmental, health,
the country. The Mineral Policy Center and safety laws they couldn't beat in
says 12,000 scream miles have been
Congress."

Spraying Alien Invader Stirs Dispute
being

By Ari Le T-tmx

introduced

there

intentionally

ye:uc; ago b) duck hunters, who thought

it would provide good hunting ground.
or the past several years. Edward
Hidy and his team at the Willapa
( :ohcn has been adding layers of
Wildlife Refuge began an active cammarsh grass to a gro,~ing pile in his
paign of what they call _''integrated p~st
garden in Willapa 13a) in Southwest
management" - mowrng the spa_rt!na
Washington. Over time, it has decomand
chcn
spraying
the pesticide
posed, ctuning the sundy topsoil into fer-.
gl)phos:ite on the youru; shoots that
tile earth. I le grows an assortment of
come back up a few weeks lacer. But
flowers and vegetables, though he 1:>
there has vet to be any positive indicamost interested in hi'> garlic and potato
tion that their program, or any of the
crops, which do very well in his garden.
counceMparcina iniriarives in che ba), are
"Both of these crops respond favorably
working. Marry people around the bay
to mulching," he explained. "The beauopenly snicker at the apparent ineffeccy of this situation is chat the mulch i~
tiveness of spraying and other control
itself the medium. Think about that."
tacrics. "It seems like it might he workOne man's medium mulch is anothing" is the most anyone. Hidy included,
er's super villain. Cohen's marsh grass is
; can muster, Noncrheless, in celebration
otherwise known as spartina, a sworn
of their renewed funding for the year, as
enemv of rnanv residents, politicians, sci~ \\ ell as the acquisition of a new antientists, and -businessmen in this rain;:; spartina · boat, the Willapa' ~Vildlife_
d renched
southwest
corner
of
" Refuge printed "I-shirts with a picture ot
Washington. Its eradication is at the cen~ their new boat and the words: "Team
ter of a raging debate that means man)
spaninaTaking Control."
things co many people.
.
Recently harvested spartina. It grows in intertidal mudflats in Willapa Bay.
Spartina was inadvcrtentlv mtron, usive species arc typica11y most
Spartina grow'> in round, dense,
migrating birds may pass over Willapa
duced to Willapa Hay over 100 years ago:
successful in areas chat are disturbed.
colonies on the mtertidal mudflats. It has
Ray as they migrate up and down the
as packing material for a shipment of
Where the natural balance has been
Ease Coast oysters that were imported in
been compared in its affect to bacterial
coast.
upset. new niches are created chat these
colonies growing in a petri dish, or on an
''1 f that were the extent or the probhopes chat dlC) could he cultivated in
organisms can till. Non-native blackberinfected consil. Like snakes and spiders,
lern." says Jim Hidy. manager of the
\Villapa Bay. By this rime. the native oysries, for example, thrive in cleared land
these colonies seem co evoke revulsion
Willapa Wildlife Refuge, operated by the: in the Pacific Northwest. \\'c cannot gee
ters were almost depleted from ovcrharin some people, especially those chat
LI.S. Fish and Wildlife sen ice. "then chc
vest, coo many having slid down the
nd of the blackberries as long as we keep
have watched the outbreak proceed over
bird populations would not be seriously
throats of gokl miners in San Francisco.
creating habitat for them. \\'illapa O~y is
the vcars, for reasons ranging front the
jeopardized. Between (jr~y·s Tla~bo~ to
The new ovsters did not cake in chc bay,
;i
disturbed ccosy 'item us well. I'hc
·•
I co t I ic ranonu
·
J . many P co< I)I c
the
hut the spartina did, rhough virtuallv
insuncrua
• north, anti the lo,\ er Columbia river
forests m the hills around chc bay have
feel passionately chat spartina docs not - ridcflars co the south, there would still be
unnoticed for rnanv decades.
been logged voraciously for decades.
belong in \Villapa Bay.
plenty of habitat, I lowcvcr, spartina has
Then in the· I 970's. spartina lept
I luge amounts of silt have washed into
"If it keeps growing at this race, in
already begun cclonizing Gm) 's Harbor.
from obscurity and onto center stage as it
the bay as the hills erode in chc absence
not coo long we will lose the ecosystem."
Willapa Bay is acting as a seed source for
began a growth spurt that conr~nuc~ co
of forest cover. This silt has taken a coll
c;a)S Richard Manning, an environmental
the entire northwest coast. If spartina
this dav No one knows where ir might
on almon populations. Cranberry farms
writer who lives in Astoria. His concern i'i
were to cake off in Grays Harbor. and in
end, how it might alter the character of
around the bay are heavy fertilizer users,
echoed by the Nature Conservancy,
chc lower Columbia to the south, then
the hay, or how far it might spread co ochand chat fertilizer gets washed into the
whose refuges on the Bone and
chat would impose a significant discurer hays and in Ices along the Pacific.
bay in che groundwater. The increase in
Niawiakurn rivers offer some of the
bancc to rhc bird populations, and most
!'.or does anyone exactly know how
development along the Long Beach
finest remaining examples of a Pacific
likely would alter their migration patto get rid of ic. Or should we? Everyone
Peninsula has created many septic syshere seems co have an opinion. The
coast mar~h/prairie ecosystem.
terns."
tems, w hich also enrich che groundwater,
Spartina is rapidly colonizing the
Kathleen Sayce, a resident naturalist
fierce debate has corned neighbors
fertilizing the bay as well.
upper region's
intertidal
mudflats
of the Willapa Bay region, agrees with
against each ocher and provided common
"Ovc:r-fercilization of the water can
throughout the bay, ourcompeting the
this assessment and takes it one seep furground for ochers that do not usually find
be a very serious problem," explains
native eel grac;s and other natives to the
ther, In a series of experiments, she and
much agreement.
Larry Warnberg, a local oyster farmer. "It
flats. Unlike the natives, spartina grows
a colleague determined that coastal curcan lead to algeal blooms that decrease
illapa Bay sics on the southwest
so thick that no ocher plants can grow
rents could carry spartina seeds from
the clarity of the water column, and can
Washington coast, just north of
among it, and chc mudflats become
Wil!apa Bay all the way to lower Puget
lead to serious ecological imbalances."
the mouth of the Columbia rivspartina fields. By covering the mudflats,
sound in about two months. They also
A"' for silt, it decreases water clarity as
er. Twice a day, tides flush the bay, which
spartina is occupying feeding ground for
did experiments to test how long spartiwell, and coats the bottom of the bay,
migrating shorebird populations
that
na seed heads could stay afloat. They
is separated from the ocean hy the Long
posing new challenges to oyster growers,
have historically made Willapa Bay a
found that the seeds can float for two
Beach peninsula. The region is valued ~s
some of whom must dredge the bottom
place to rest and eat, The shorebirds
months. Based on this data, it is not faran important feeding ground for aquatic
to clear their oyster beds. "A hundred
need open mud flats in which to dig for
fetched co predict that spartina could
animals and migrating shorebirds; there
years ago, there was nowhere near the
cbe ... arious species of invertebrates they
spread to Puget Sound and beyond in a
are also some scraps of old growth as
amount of silt in the bay chat chere is
cac. Some people fear that if enough
few years. Spartina has in fact been
well, and remnants of relatively untarCONTINUED
ON PAGE 8
mudflats succumb co spartina, the
found in Puget Sound, as a result of
nished ecosystems, such as the Bone and
I
Niawiakum river estuaries.
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Special Report c o N 1 1 N u E o
today!' Warnberg likens spartina to a scab
that covers a wound. Its roots trap and stabilize silt and remove fertilizer from the
water.
Many explanations have been proposed as to why spartina reproduction has
accelerated in recent years. Some say
global warming, others refer to el nino.
According co Blake Fiest, a ph.d. candidate studying spartina at the University of
Washington, its growth spurt is typical of
an invading species. "The expansion of
almost any invasive plant or animal
species is almost always exponential over
time," he explained. "Theystart off slow
and then speed up until some ecological
responses kick in and stabilize the population at an equilibrium." Fiest acknowledges as well believes that there may
have been a trigger, some kind of environmental cue for spartina to switch into
high reproductive gear.
In 1995 the state of Washington
declared a state of emergencyon spartina,
This was similar to declaring war,
because, .as events unfolded, caution and
protocol were abandoned for the sake of
defeating spartina. "Spartina is a cancer
and it needs to he eliminated," said
Washington state Agriculture Director
)im Jesernig. His sentiment is shared by
bird watchers, oyster farmers, scientists,
and a host of others from Astoria to Puget
Sound. Since then there have repeated
herbicide battles against spartina, each
spurred by dire predictions of what sparrina will do to the hay if left unchecked. In
addition co becoming a source of funding
for various groups and individuals, the
spartina issue has <livened attenrion from
other serious threats co the hay.
"Treating symptoms with a short
term chemical fix is the culturally sanctioned approach co complex problems,"
writes Warnberg in a letter to the local
newspaper. He and Ed and Friczic
Cohen - owners of the Moby Dick Inn
in Nahcotta - are members of the AdHoc Coalition for Willapa Bay, a grass
roots group that is fighting the use of
chemicals against spartina.
They are also oyster farmers. r .ocal
critics call their seyle of oystering "boutique farming," because their methods
are so different and small scale from other commercial methods. They grow them
on racks, rather than on the mud flats, and
they do nor use chemicals. Their oysters,
though fewer in number, arc higher in
quality, and command a higber price.
Growing their oysters on racks keeps
them off of the silty bottom, in clearer
water, Hence, they arc not plagued with
the increased silt as arc the larger, conventional oyster companies. Nor are they
cn plagued by the ghost shrimp, who thrive
in the silt, and inhibit the young.oysters
.,: from setting in their beds. So they feel no
c
need, as the larger, commercial growers
do, to spray their oyster beds with
~ Carboryl, a potent nerve toxin.
Warnberg is on a mission to educate
,...... people on the value of spartina, both as an
g:: ecological asset to the hay and as a
resource worth harvesring. Coalition
_E members do not perceive spartina as a
threat, or as unnatural. They see spartina
O as a natural response to the things we do
to nature, part of the flow of change.
A
Meanwhile, members work to
V demonstrate the benefits of spartina, ere-
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acing economic incentive to harvest it.
Warnberg mows the spartina above his
oyster beds with a weed wacker at low
tide. When the tide- comes in, he pays
local kids by the canoe load to gather the

used so far in spartina control, though others are being tested. Ir is the active ingredient in Rodeo, an herbicide made by
Monsanto Co. Glyphosate is also the
active ingredient in Round-Up, another

Natural Resources, which supported the
research. He was not funded for future
studies, while the other team was.
Sirnenstad considers the rampant
obsession with spartina eradication to be
an over-reaction based on little evidence
of what spartina is actually doing to the,
ecology of the bay. He believes that. too
much energy is being spent searching for
ways co fight spartina, while the questions of what exactly spartina is, doing,
and why, are being overlooked. He does
not perceive the same urgent call to
~ action chat many pro-sprayers arc prornoting. "If protecting the ecology of the
~ mudflats, as well as the birds and fish that
~ depend on a healthy ecosystem, were the
1o primary
consideration in managing
Wlllapa Bay,'' said Simenstad, "they
would not let Carhoryl within a hundred
miles of here."
'Treating symptoms with a short
chemical fix is the
Until recently, the oyster growers
have sided with the spartina sprayers,
culturally sanctioned approach to complex problems."
Perhaps they felt that if spraying of
glyphosate were challenged, then their
- Larry Warnberg
right to spray Carboryl would be challenged as well. They were also compelled
floating stalks. He sells the spartina to Monsanto product, marketed as a general
by the predictions of the spartina sprayers
paper makers, mushroom growers, gar- purpose herbicide for a variety of on-land
that spartina would invade the oyster
deners, and a host of others, including a
applications, from lawns and gardens to beds, hurting the oyster industry.
Recently, Carboryl use has been chalmulti-national biomedical research com- tree farms. Round-op is not EPA certified
pany They point to China, where sparti- for aquatic use because it contains a
lenged, as was inevitable, and alternatives
na is treated as a precious resource.
spreading agent that has been shown to
are being considered. The oyster growers
Spartina has been shown to significantly be toxic to salmon and other species of are aware that the water quality is deteriprotect coastlines from damage caused by
aquatic plant, animal, and microbes. This
orating, and some of them are open co the
typhoons. It is also valued for the potent chemical, belonging co a chemical family possibility that spartina does not>. in fact
called surfactants, has also been shown to
threaten any oyster beds. The oysters
inhabit the lower elevations of the interhave estrogenic properties, which could
have significant effects on human hor- tidal zone, while spartina "is confined to
monal balances.
the upper elevations. Consequently, the
Since Round-up was not given aquatanti-spartina stance of the oyster industry
ic approval, Monsanto created Rodeo (in
has slackened in places.
line with their cowboy theme of product
One thing that is cerrai n ts_ that
names), which is essentially Round-up spartina does accumulate sediment in its
without the surfactant. Since glyphosate root systems, about 4-6 inches per year.
alone is not very effective, the instruction -This results in changes to the bay's topoglabel advises to mix the Rodeo with a surraphy. Places that were submerged some
factant before applying it. The end result of the time in the intertidal zone arc now
is not necessarily any different than simsparrina fields, permanently above the
ply using Round-Up. Nonetheless, an
high tide mark. Certain areas of the bay,
most notably the southern end, seem to
article in the magazine Monsanto hailed
glyphosatc as a non-toxic saviour for the be filling in with dryland meadows of
plight in Willapa Bay, a claim that has
spartina. This arouses concern that if left
been repeated by environmentalists,
to do .its thing, spartina will someday soon.
including Audt1bo11 magazine. But there is. fill in Willapa Bay.
not consensus among scientists.
.
"The thing co remember," said
Simenstad, "is that estuaries fill in with
harles "Si" Sirnenstad, a professor
sediment, that's what they do. In fact, by
the Universityof Washington, is a concentrating the great influx of sedileading critic of glyphosate use in
ment in its root system, spartina may be
Willapa Bay. He participated in an exper- keeping sediment out of other regions of
iment in which a glyphosate and the surthe bay, as well as helping co maintain a
factant known as X-77 were applied to a clear water column."
We don't know exactly what spartina
spartina bed. Following the application,
Spartina has many uses. including this
one team of researchers examined the is doing, but we seem to have rolled out a
artwork by Denise DeMarie ..
effectiveness of these concentrations of welcome mat for its arrival. For those who
medicinal tonic made from it that some
chemicals in killing spartina, Simcnstad's fear for the bay, there arc other threats far
people say boosts vitality and immunity.
more serious than spartina: There is
team studied the effects of this treatment
Carboryl, the nerve toxin sprayed on oysThe Ad-Hoc Coalition attempted to on the microbial community of the mud
challenge
both
the
Washington flat.
ter beds; there is silt running from the
hills as a result of logging and road buildDepartment of Ecology, which issued the
He found no clear effect on the
microbes at that concentration, which was ing; there is nutrient loading of the water
permit to spray spartina with glypbosate,
and the Washington Department of 4.7 liters/hectare. He was then asked to from septic systems, farms, timber and
Agriculture, which holds the permit. But
extrapolate this evidence co conclude that cattle. Perhaps fighting spartina is simply
the state Pollution Control boar<l refused if 4.7 L/H had negligible effect, then doupicking a scab that is trying to heal.
to hear the group's complaint that the per- bling the concentrationsto 9.4 L/H would
mit was not consistent with an environ- also have negligible effect. Sirncnstad
A ri / .e 1-0.u"' sorites from Portland.
mental impact statement, federal insecti- refused to speculate on this matter with- He has a biology degreefromReed College.
cide requirements, and the product's own out further tests. He fell out of favor with
usage label.
the lead scientists of the project, as well
Glyphosate is the only herbicide as the Washington Department of
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Cover Story

OUR GROWING
GASOl1INE HABIT RISKS
CASCADIA'S
WATERS, LAND, AIR AND SALMON
BY PAUL KOBERSTEIN
he steady hum of oil flowing
from Alaska may be lulling

people in the Pacific
Northwest into thinking it will
continue forever. Gasoline consumption
in the region is rising at a rate that's
twice the U.8 average. We're driving our
cars farther, outpacing growth in population and improvements in fuel efficien-

cy.
Almost all of the petroleum pulsing
through the Northwest comes from the
Alaska Arctic, with a trickle arriving by
pipeline from Alberta via British
Columbia, or hy foreign tanker. By
about 2025, most known reserves in
Alaska will be gone. Sadly, our increasing thirst for North Slope Crude will
only encourage the oil industry in its
quest for new fields in remaining undeveloped yet fragile places, like the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in
northeast Alaska, or the vast wetlands in
Alaska's remote northwest.
The bulk of the Northwest's oil
arrives by supertanker in Puget Sound.
After refining at six facilities from
Bellingham to Tacoma, a significant por·
tion of the petroleum is reloaded back
on vessels before it reaches the pump.
But three oil companies - Texaco,
ARCO and GATX - and a venture
they jointly own, Olympic Pipeline Co.,
-o
are proposing a highly controversial plan · ~
to reduce waterborne shipments of

CONTINUED

ON PAGE- 10 .
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refined fuels. If the state of Washington
almost all the oil off the Columbia. It
the better route for moving the oil, and
barges have smacked into rocks, <lams,
issues the necessary-pennies, they will
also would take business away from
the selection will be no better than the
locks, and on one occasion. a freeway
build a cross-state $105 million, 227Tidewater Barge Co., the biggest inland
lesser of two evils. The dilemma is if
bridge. Factors in a small percentage of
mile-fuel-pipeline-aeross-the-Ga~ma~es-at--eif-cshi f3 _f-}ttr--wtts:E-of the-Mi ss-~ss·i l'>-1)1-,-·.~---i-h1e dccisien-is made for-ane-las£·hefftte-these-casual eies-invelved-sleepi ng-afl<l~
Snoqualmie Pass.
'Tidewater wants the salmon and oil to
attempt to save the Columbia's salmon,
possible drug and alcohol use by crew
The line would connect to an existremain just where they are, and the reathen people east of the mountains will
members, according to these Coast
ing north-south conduit in Searde's eastson is obvious: money Tidewater,
have to find another way to get their oil.
Guard records. In one casualty, a skipper
em suburbs near Woodinville, and cross
responsible for all oil shipments on the
Otherwise, the Northwest may have to
turned the helm over co an unlicensed
rivers and wetlands more than 500 times
Columbia, has seen oil shipments climb
face a harsh reality. and write off the
crewmate - precisely what Capt.
as it moves eastward to the endpoint at
from 400,000 gallons a day in 1990 to
salmon for good.
Joseph Hazelwood did before the Exxon
Pasco, Wash.
about 1.2 million in 1995 - a threefold
Decisions on the pipeline permit
Valdez struck Bligh Reef.
· Right now, Eastern Washington resincrease. Recently, it purchased a new
belong to the Washington Energy
idents get petroleum mainly by barge
double-hulled tanker for $5 million.
Facility Siting Evaluation Council,
shipments up the Columbia River. They
Tidewater has lots at stake.
which is now reviewing the impacts- in a
are so dependent on this route that on
'lo defend its growing oil business,
draft environmental impact study due
occasions when Columbia barge traffic is Tidewater turned to David Bricklin, a
next year.
henever you have a wreck, it
blocked, supplies east of the mountain
prominent Seattle environmental
is 95 percent of the time the
run perilously low. In February 1996,
lawyer. llricklin, whose green credenHowever, if the pipeline is not
wind," tugboat pilot Steve
- after heavy flooding knocked out locks
rials include a four-year presidency of
built, marine and river environments
McDowell tells Washington Post
at Columbia River dams, a convoy of
the Washington Environmental Council
along the Washington coast and the lowreporter Blaine Harden in his recent
book about the Columbia River, A River
Lost. In the hook, \lcDowcll, a tugboat
operator for Tidewater Barge, describes
THE COLUMBIA RIVER PETROLEUM SUPERHIGHWAY
his bouts with the wind:
"Imagine holding up a piece of ply1.,400,000
wood in a 45-mile-per-hour wind. That
is what it is like steering a barge on the
river, Unloaded barges have to he
tacked into the wind, like a sailboat. If
you steer these boats for any time, you
are going to hit something."
. In fact, shipping oil anywhere is a
dangerous proposition. Io Alaska's
Prince William Sound, new Coast Guard
regulations call for full-time mg escorts
to guide cankers in and om of port at
Valdez. Good· thing, too, because in
January of this year rhe canker Chevron
Mississippi developed steering problems
as it headed into dock. Three tugs on
hand guided it to safety
200,000
Bur Coast Guard rules arc far easier
on the oil shipping industry in Puget
Sound. In the Strait of Juan de F uca,
the Coast Guard requires no full-time
19s9
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
er Columbia - where oil shipments are · escorts west of Port Angeles. despite
rapidly on the rise - will suff cr an
major spills there that have damaged
Shipments of gasoline, diesel and Jet fuel on the Columbia from
increased risk of spills. So will the
shoreline from Oregon to Vancouver
Portland to Pasco have tripled since 1989.
Columbia River from Portland co Pasco.
Island. Instead, the Coast Guard has
trucks from Seattle averted a gasoline
during the late '80s, is president of the
Those risks may be greatest in the
prescribed a "tug of opportunity" emercrisis on the eastside,
Cascades Columbia Alliance, a two-yeartreacherous waters east of Portland,
gency plan. This plan, says Fred
And this brings us to another imporold organization that makes two enviwhere shippers must tangle with high
Felleman, a Seattle activist with the
tant truth: Experts are beginning to
ronmental arguments against the
gorge winds and submerged rocks, sand
national group Ocean Advocates, gives
understand that the Columbia can no
pipeline. Bricklin says the pipeline will
and a graveyard of sunken vessels.
the public "no assurance thar even if a
longer be used as a petroleum superleak, and its existence could mean
Coast Guard records over the years
mg was in the vicinity of a stricken veshighway on a full-time basis without
greater opportunities for oil companies
account for numerous spills, collisions
sel, that it would be of sufficient size
undermining expensive federal, state
to market oil in refined Puget Sound,
and near-misses involving petroleum
and horsepower, or that its crew would
and tribal efforts to save endangered
already the nation's busiest waterway
shipments on the Columbia. These
be adequately trained, co afford it meanColumbia River salmon. The reason:
and host to numerous oil spills over the
records were provided co Cascadia
ingful assistance. Perhaps of greatest
barges need deep, slow-moving lakes,
years.
'Times by John Paul Williams, an invesconcern is the fact that if a rug is in the
while salmon need a shallow, raging rivBut the overarching issue may well
tigator hired by Rebound, a Seattle labor
vicinity, chances are it will have a tow.
er.
be the salmon. We will have to choose
group that favors the pipeline. The
Therefore, the crew will have to either
Olympie's new pipeline would take
between the river and the pipeline as
records tell how' I idewater's rugs and
anchor their cow or cue it free. Eicher
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SEPTEMBER 2, 1985 The tug Captain Bob was
navigating the Snake River in low water, when
it hit a rock within the buoy line. The Coast
Guard noted that, "Because of dams along the
Snake and Columbia River systems the water
level is subject to rapid and extreme changes."

The dilemma is if the
decision is made for
one last heroic
attempt to save the
Columbia's salmon,
then people east of
the mountains will
have to find another
way to get their oil.
Otherwise, the
Northwest may have
to face a harsh reality, and write off the
salmon for good.

APRIL 10, 1• The tug Tyee was pushing two
barges near John Day Dam. The operator fell
asleep "allowing his flotilla to leave the channel,
grounding the lead barge."

Columbia. The accident caused $100,000 damage to a barge, little damage to the bridge.
Operator erred by not using radar to navigate in
heavy fog.

AUGUST 24, 1988 The tug Defiance collided
with a pleasure craft below Bonneville Dam.
The craft was anchored in the channel with no
lights. One person was killed, another rescued.
The tug was pushing four barges, including one
loaded with petroleum.

OCTOBER 12, 1990 A tugboat had to make a
shallow approach to a sharp turn because a
gillnet fishing boat was in the way. The operator couldn't check the swing of the tow and ran
aground. Two barges broke free.

FEBRUARY 22, 1989 The tug Leland James
was pushing four barges when a railroad
bridge came down by accident near Pasco and
crushed the tug.
FEBRUARY 22, 1990 The tug Sundial collided
with the Interstate 405 bridge crossing the

FEBRUARY 21, 1991 The tug Sundial was
pushing five barges down the Snake when the
operator failed to make a turn to port, causing
the tow to move 150 degrees outside of the
navigable channel and ground. The tow was later beached when it became apparent three of
the barges were sinking.
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FEBRUARY 26, 1992 Tidewater's Barge No.
43's load of barley caught fire from hot steel
that had been heated during welding maintenance. The Coast Guard stated that the barge
should not have been loaded when the metal
was still hot.
OCTOBER 2_1, 1992 The tug Rebel with one
barge collided with another vessel moored in
the lock at Bonneville Dam. No injuries or pollution was reported.
FEBRUARY 8, 1994 Barge 706 was approaching the lower basin of the lock at The Dalles
Dam when a master overcompensated in a
turn. Possible drug use .
FEBRUARY 23, 1994 The tug Go Getter lost the
use of the starboard engine when it caught a
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option poses additional risks and slows
Columbia for fear of fire.
the response time."
A review of Oregon, Washington
Felleman says sensible alternatives
and Coast Guard records since the midof either stationing a rescue tug in Neah
l 980s shows that Tidewater vessels have
Ray or extending rug escorts out Juan de
been involved in 33 spills totaling 4,606
Fuca Strait have been met "with infigallons ofoil products. Williams counts
nitely-financed opposition from the mar- . 12 collisions involving barges and other
itime industry, with apparent collusion
ships.
by the Coast Guard; and by Congress,
"If the transport of oil by barge
with key committees chaired by memincreases," he says, "the risk also
bers of the Alaska delegation, owned
increases that a barge could be heavily
and operated by Big Oil."
damaged in these types of collisions. and
But safeguards may be even less
that could release a significant portion of
·· sure on the Columbia, where the Coast
a barge's hundreds of thousands of galGuard requires neither a full-time escort
lons of capacity."
or "rug of opporrunicy" rescue system.
Williams says the relatively small
Instead, the tugs pushing or pulling the
amount of leakage so far masks the
petroleum cargo are on their own in case
extent of the risk co the Columbia.
of an accident. Tidewater maintains spill
Besides submerged objects, vessels plyresponse equipment at several sites, but
ing the Columbia must face such diverse
spilled gasoline is rarely recovered. In
dangers as flucruaring river flows, windfact, the Coast Guard has a policy
surfers, jet-skiers and tribal fishers and
against booming- gasoline spills on the
their nets.

gill-net. The loss of control resulted in a collision with its tow. the tank barge Bobbe Jean,
which was fully loaded with asphalt.
MAY 30, 1994 An unlicensed deckhand operated the tug Lewiston in the John Day Reservoir
while the licensed operator went below to make
lunch for the crew. The tug grounded.

Tidewater. "Both masters failed to maintain a
proper lookout in reduced visibility, causing the
collision," a Coast Guard inspector wrote.
Possible drug use.

The Dalles Dam. Water is exceptionally low.
Barge brushes the rocky bottom while maneuvering toward the channel. The barge is "holed"
on the starboard quarter. Possible drug use.

APRIL 9, 1995 The master of the tug Outlaw
needed to use the bathroom and relinquished
control of the tug to a deckhand. While the
deckhand was at the helm, "he passed out and
fell against the stick. As a result, the tug took a
180 degrees turn into the river bank. at 10 kts
(knots), grounding barge 156 on the sand bar.
No damage was sustained by tug or barges in
tow." Possible drug use.

OCTOBER 15, 1'994 The tug Western Comet
was pushing four barges upstream in poor visibility. The forward barges collided with a barge
being pushed downstream by the tug

MAY 24, 1995 The operator of the Captain Bob
fell asleep, and Tidewater Barge No. 3 ran
aground on the Oregon side above John Day
Dam. The barge, which contained gasoline

av 16, 1994 Tidewater tug leaves the locks at

Then there's the problem of human,
error. On two occasions, ship skippers
foll asleep and barges grounded and
leaked oii.In one 1995 incident documented by Coast Guard investigators,
the tug Outlaw was headed up the
Columbia with oil when the ship's master had to use the bathroom. He relinquished control to an unlicensed deckhand, who passed out and fell against
the stick. The Outlaw turned a full 180
degrees and grounded one of its barges
into the river bank. Luckily no oil ·
escaped.
_
Also that year, the captain of
Tidewater's tug Captain Bob foll asleep.
Two barges hit ground, and one tank
cracked, spilling gasoline into the
Columbia.
According ro Coast Guard investigative reports, at least six barge accidents
during the 1990s involved "potential
drug use." The Coast Guard refused to

residue, leaked some fuel into the river causing
a visible sheen. A containment boom was
deployed but later removed due to Tidewater
and Coast Guard practices of not booming
gasoline.
JUNE 10, 1995 The Coast Guard was notified of
diesel spill from the tug Captain Bob near
Cascade Locks, Ore. Coast Guard investigators
reported that Tidewater personnel were "very
evasive in answering questions and seemed
bothered that we were there." The Coast Guard
recommended a. fine of $2,000.
Jll.Y 13, 1995 The tug Captain Bob developed
a cracked fuel tank and spilled about 5 gallons
of diesel into the Columbia near Cascade
Locks.
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honor Freedom of Information Act
requests for more details concerning
alleged drug use, citing confidcnriality
rules governing the release of employees' personal.information. "Medical
records are not. available to the public
and, therefore, any drug testing results
would fall under this category," the
Coast Guard stated. "However, we can
tell you that the files that you requested
from the investigation department hold
no record of drug involvement in these
casualties."
"Even if workers stay awake, their
attention may wander," Williams says.
"This can cause serious problems considering the number of fuel transfers
that take place. Each transfer is an
opportunity for oil to be-released. For
example, on at least eight occasions in
recent years, petroleum tanks on barge
flotilla vessels in the Columbia overflowed while being filled. This kind of

SEPTEMBER 9, 1995 A jet skier crossed the
path of the tug Captain Bob. The jet-skier avoided injury, but the watercraft was scuffed.
SEPTEMBER 20, 1995 As the tug Sundial
approached the lock at Ice Harbor Dam on the
Snake River, pushing four barges downstream,
it used "excessive speed" to correct for high
winds that set it off course. The barge collided
with the north guidewall, causing an estimated
$1 million in damage. Possible drug use.
OCTOBER 22, 1995 The tug Challenger was
headed upriver with oil, grain and containers
when the operator fell asleep. The two lead
barges grounded. Four containers fell into the
river. Possible drug use.
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human error would not he corrected by
double hulling."
Williams documented nine spills
chat he said were caused by questionable maintenance of vessels. Tidewater's
largest spill, a 3,295 gallon release of
diesel in 1993, was caused by a crack
measuring only 4 inches in length. The
Washington Department of Ecology recommended a $165,000 fine for natural
resource damage.
Spills also occur regularly at the
docks, he says: "For instance during
1993 there were 39 oil spills reported on
the Columbia and Willamette rivers cp
Oregon DEQ, most of which were in the
vicinity of the Portland tank farms. The
shorelines at some of these tank farms
are grossly polluted, in large part from
the history of spills from barge traffic."
(Sec sidebar "A Slow Motion Exxon
Valdez".)
In 15 other incidents, oil cargo was
on hoard hut did not spill. For example,
on October 22, 1995, the operator of the
Tidewater Barge Co.'s Challenger tugboat fell asleep. Two of the five barges
grounded on chc rocks, but did not leak.
"If events had occurred differently,"
Williams says, "there may have been a
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Map shows the amounts of gasoline. diesel and jet fuel moving daily through
Washington and up the Columbia River in 1994. The amounts are in thousands of
barrels (one barrel equals 43,000 gallons). So 287,000 barrels are shipped south by
pipeline from the refineries and 156.000 are shipped out by sea. most of which are
exported abroad. From Portland. 38.000 barrels are shipped up the Columbia.

spill."
Unfortunately, the Columbia has
seen one major spill - 200,000 gallons
from the Tanker SS Mobil Oil chat
leaked in March 1994. Bue spills don't
have co be large co have an impact.
In 1994, after a Chinese freighter
spilled 1,500 gallons of fuel into the
Columbia, biologists observed many
oiled birds, including an injured peregrine falcon and several oiled bald
eagles. They also reported fish and
shellfish killed by the oil on Fisher
Island, two miles downstream from
Longview. The island contains over 100
blue heron nests. Also, there was evidence of the oil affecting river Otter, raccoons and heaver.
"This incident demonstrates bow
vulnerable the lower Columbia is co oil
spills of any size," says Bern Shanks,
director of the Department of Fish and
Wildlife.

very <lay, the six oil refineries in
Puget Sound produce 433,000
barrels of oil produces. Some
172,000 barrels stay in the
Seattle area. Another 112,000 barrels
are shipped out the Strait of Juan <le
Fuca.
That leaves about 149,000 barrels to
continue down a 40-year-old pipeline to
Portland. This pipeline, O\\ ned and
operated by Olympic Pipeline Co., is
now full. Tanker traffic into Portland is
increasing to meet the demands of a
00
rapidly growing metropolitan area that
_ has no refineries. Portland now gets
,c
55,000 barrels by water, including 22,000
via Puget Sound and 33,000 from San
u
Francisco.
00
~
Pipeline spills can he had, but
marine accidents have caused greater
~ harm, According co Oil SpilLr i11
o- Washi11gto11: 1111 Historical Analysis, a
a; report published in April 1997 by the
..0
.§ Washington Department of Ecology,
O water transport is for more risky than by
land. Since 197o', vessels have spilled 3.4
.million .galloo:i into .\YasJ1fogcon."aters,
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If the pipeline is not built. shipments off the Washington coast and up the Columbia
River would dramatically Increase, Coastal shipments would increase from 7,000 to
26.000. while Columbia shipments would go up from 38,000 to 58.000 in just two
years. according to Olympic Pipeline Co. projections.
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However. as this map shows. if the pipeline is built shipments off the Washington
coast and up the Columbia would almost disappear by 1999. Shipments out of
Puget Sound woutd decrease from 1_56.000 in 1994 to 64.000.

.'

while refineries have lost i.s million gallons. This compares with Olympie's total
of 550,000 gallons spilled in 42 accidents
since 1%6.
Bricklin nonetheless says the
.
Olympic pipeline has had "a frightening
accident record."
Residents of Woodinville and North·
Bend, two Seattle suburbs, complained
at public hearings lase winter about a
1986 Olympic pipeline spill near the
Cedar River north of Seattle which
leaked some 86,000 gallons over a period
of as much as one year. Residents said
they could smell gasoline fumes in their
basements, but for months calls to
Olympic resulted in no action. Residents
said Olympic compensated them only
after protracted legal battles. Bricklin
said the spill "resulted in a fish kill in
the tens of thousands."
"The cumulative impacts of this
proposal pose significant risks to rivers,
screams and sole-source aquifers,"
Bricklin says. "In ocher words, the only
source of drinking water for several communities along the route will bo threatened. The impact from oil spills on
aquifers, fish, wildlife habitat, and wetlands have not been adequately
addressed."
Darlene Madcnwald, an Olympic
spokeswoman, said the new pipeline
will include some 3,000 electronic sensors chat would be monitored around the
clock by computer operators at a command center in Renton,
"The problem is the big red flag of
human error," Madenwald says. "On a
pipeline there arc fewer transfers and
less human intervention."
Bricklin says the pipeline's problems are compounded by the oil industry's "other" agenda: expand the volume
of oil refined Puget Sound. Washington,
he says, could become a major source of
gasoline destined for the Rocky
Mountain Scates and the Midwest. The
pipeline would make it possible, he says,
for shipments from Washington all over
the West.
"We shouldn't be adding to the oil
infrastructure in chis state," he says. "It
will increase the likelihood of the industry pointing to Alaska oil to solve our
problems."
But these concerns seem to defy
economics. If true, two pipelines now
serving \Va'>hington from refineries ill
Montana and Utah would have to be
upgraded substantially. Their owners,
Conoco and Chevron, would have to
agree to reverse the flow in those lines.
But Chevron, which has refineries in
Salt Lake City, opposes the proposed
pipeline. And the Montana line has
been shut down by tribal leaders on the
Flathead Indian Reservation because of
spills and poor maintenance.
New supplies to the western United
States are more likely co arrive via a
major new pipeline from Alberta.
Madenwald says the cross-Cascades line
will be far too small ro compete in those
markets, :my~.1y.
·
''We are simply proposing chat this
fuel be taken ro eastern Washington in a
safer manner - by pipeline, rather than
by river barge and tanker truck," she
savs. "There will he no increase in
tanker traffic in Puget Sound as a result
of a shift in how fuel is rransported.
Washingrnn 's refineries already .arc opcr-

ating at capacity. The public can rest
assured that if there is going to be

increased capacity at the refineries, the
companies will need to get permits."
Conversely, Madenwald said,
Tidewater can add "as many barges as
they want, and there's not a bit of public process they have to go through.
Tidewater could feed the rest of the
nation by barge if it wanted. But the
pipeline is only sized to serve the market in Washington state."
Another safeguard against Puget
Sound refinery expansion was written
into the Marine Mammal Act 20 years
ago by the late Sen. Warren Magnuson,
0-WA. The law bans increases in
capacity at Puget Sound refineries
beyond what's needed to meet demand
in Washington. This law essentially
places a limit on oil shipments in Puget
Sound.

when fightinga refinery near her home
in Anacortes. Bricklin has taken on
numerous cases on behalf of the environment in his Seattle law practice.
But now they are hired guns working for competing entities in the oil
industry.
Bricklin's Cascades Columbia
Alliance, which calls itself an environmental organization, is also a front for
'Tidewater Barge. In 1995, Tidewater
donated the first $100,000 co the
alliance. According co papers filed with
the scare, the alliance's three-member
Board of Directors only includes men
who are either employed by Tidewater
or have close business ties with the
company. One is Marcin Pepper,
Tidewater's liquid products manager.
The other two are Bill Gobel, an
employee of Zidcll Marine Group, a
Portland manufacturing company that

Gasoline use contributes to smog. as seen hovering over Seattle in this photo tak-

en in August.
I lowevcr, as Bricklin points out,
the refineries over the lase rwo decades
have been increasing production capacity, albeit slowly. Each of the six refineries have added new capacity almost on
an annual basis. And the state allows
them to expand without facing the
inconvenience of major environmental
reviews if they limit the increase. co less
than 25,000 gallons per year, which is
precisely what the refineries have done.
l n 1991, the six refineries had a production capacity of 524.000 barrels per day.
By 1995, the capacity had increased to
almost 551,000 barrels, an increase of
just 6 percent.
By comparison, 'Tidewater's shipments of oil products on the Columbia
doubled from 1989 co 1993, and have
doubled again since then. The source of
this increase comes not from Puget
Sound but from refineries in San
Francisco Bay, principally a Chevron
facility in Richmond that has been a
chief air pollution concern in East Bay
neighborhoods. A group of residents
there have formed an organization that
goes by the name of "T~xicCloud
Coalition."
'J 'here is an interesting personal
footnote to this story. Both Bricklin and
one of his chief antagonises in this controversy, Madcnwald, normally agree on
most things environmental. Boch are
former presidents of the Washingcon
Environmental Council - Bricklin
from 1986 co 1990 and Madenwald from
1990 to 1994. Madenwald first became
an environmental activist in the 1970s

recently delivered the new doublehulled barge to Tidewater; and Jerry
Mcxlahon, an executive With the barge
industry trade association, American
Waterways Operators.
American Waterways last year
played a role in defeating regulations
that would have increased regulation of
oil barges.
in 1990, the year after the Exxon
Valdez spill in Alaska, Congress passed
the Oil Protection Act. Key provisions
of this law, which rcq uircs the oil industry tO pay spill damage costs for supertankers, did not apply to the smaller
barges seen on the Columbia. As E
,llaJ!OZi11ereported in its ~1ay/June 1996
issue, "Many of the oil carriers shifted
their operations to the lightly-regulated
tugboat/barge combinations - with
sometimes disastrous results." This was
evident in January 1996 when a tugboat ·
fire in Rhode Island's Block Island
Sound led to a massive spill.
Later, when two Rhode Island congressmen proposed legislation to stiffen
tugboat and barge regulation, the
American Waterways Operators helped
kill the bills. As the magazine reported,
quoting Coast Guard sources. "111gs arc
governed by minimal safety standards,
leaving them with less regulation than
charter fishing boats."
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he most significant potential
benefit of the pipeline has
nothing at all to do with oil. In
the future, as dam operations

Cover Story c o N r I N u E o
on the Columbia River are adjusted to
improve salmon survival, year-round
barge traffic from Portland to Pasco may
not he possible without hugely expensive reconstruction of dams and locks.
Specifically at issue arc operations
at John Day Dam cast of The Dalles.
John Day's reservoir, one of the biggest
on the Columbia/Snake system, slows
down endangered salmon from Idaho
on their trip toward the Pacific Ocean.
The National Marine Fisheries Service,
whia:h has the job of protecting these
fish under the Endangered Species Act,
has said that lowering the river through
John Day Reservoir may be crucial co
their survival. Large scale tests of this
theory were supposed to scan in 1995,
but have been blocked by Washington
Sen. Slade Gorton, R-WA, who as chair
of the Senate Interior Appropriations
Subcommittee has power over spending. Tidewater's former owner, Ray
Hickev, contriburcd $1,000 co Gorton 's
1994, campaign, the maximum amount
allowed hy law.
Bricklin, in contrast, acknowledges
that potential conflicts between salmon
and oil on the Columbia arc worth considering. "Before l took chis job. I was
concerned about working with a barge
company trying to thwart salmon recovery," he said. "I contacted salmon
activists and was assured there was no
problem."
Activists such Pat Ford of Save Our
, Wild Salmon and Lorri Bodi of
American Rivers believe otherwise.
Ford said a lower river is muse foster,
· providing baby salmon a quicker and
thus safer trip to the ocean. A lower river also would offer eddies and side
channels for salmon co spawn, rest and
eat in the upper reaches of the reservoir.
Leading scientists say reducing the
river level at John Day would be especially beneficial to salmon. A scientific
panel commissioned by the Northwest
Power Planning Council is calling for a
drop of 35 feet from prevailing river levels. Another plan devised by the
Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish
Commission makes the same point.
The National Marine Fisheries Service,
the final arbiter of salmon policy on the
Columbia, is calling for a drawdown test
in 1999.
While industries that use the
Columbia disagree with these plans,
there is no dispute that such a low river
at John Day would stop petroleum shipments to Pasco. "Barge traffic would
probably cease during drawdown peri-
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ods," a new Washington State
University study on river navigation
states flatly.
Coast Guard records show that
even the current manipulation of river
flows can cause barge accidents. In 1985
and 1994, barges grounded in part
because of low water levels in the
Columbia (see the Tidewater Files
sidebar). If the Columbia's water level
is even further lowered to accommodate
salmon migration, it may be highly dangerous or even impossible to run barges
on the river for at least part of the year.
Currently, barge operators can ask
..... - .. ,..,.. ... _ ... _ .s~
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"The rocks (in the Columbia) are pretty unforgiving, they
can cut nasty holes ..• (but) if it's a little shallow over a
sandbar, you can always call ahead to the dams and they
will release enough water to cover up your problem!'
Big Ernie Theriot, a tug pilot uucted in A River Lost:

they will have to skirt the Columbia's
nasty rocks with their oil-laden vessels.
Under these circumstances, the
proposed oil pipeline may be key to
enhancing salmon survival, by providing
an alternative route for eastern
Washington's petroleum. This situation
contrasts starkly with the oil industry's
historic destruction of the worldwide
aquatic environment.
It's interesting to note that taxpayers directly subsidize Tidewater's business. According to a study robe
released in October by Idaho Rivers
·

the dams to release more water to ease
the barges' passage. "The rocks (in the
Columbia) are pretty unforgiving, they
can cut nasty holes ... (but) if it's a little
shallow over a sandbar, you can always
call ahead to the dams and they will
release enough water to cover up your
problem," Big Ernie Theriot, a tug
pilot, says in A River Lost.
But jf the Columbia is more extensively managed to provide flows for
salmon, Big Ernie and other barge
pilots will no longer be able to ask for a
little more water in the river. Instead
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United, river navigation companies
including' I'idewater benefit directly
from $48 million in annual taxpayer
subsidies that keep their operations in
business. Tugs and barges pay no fees
when they go through the locks at federal dams; nor do they help pay for
dredging to deepen river channels.
For example, it costs more than
$2,000 to let a barge transit through the
locks at John Day Dam east of The
Dalles. But the Army Corps of
Engineers, which operates the dam,
charges nothing for the favor. ln con-
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trast, nearby at the mouth of the John Day
River, the Army Corps charges $3 per per-

son just to use a park.
These circumstances suit Ray Hickey.
who recently retired as owner of the
Vancouver-based Tidewater Barge Co ..
and who has made a fortune from this subsidy. In A River Lost, Hickey acknowledges that he takes subsidies, hue retorts,
"Doesn't everybody?" I le also cakes the
extreme minority view that dams don't kill
fish. "I don 't believ c the,· 'have established
what makes the fish disappear," Hickey
told Harden. "I think you have to figure
out what the problem is before you make a
solution. You know the seals at the mouth
of the Columbia are eating the fish."

canwhile, the Tidewater operation
is fouling the Portland air. Each
day, 39,000 barrels are loaded onto
barges. Each transfer releases huge
volumes of evaporating gasoline into the
air, causing smog.
The smog may be substantial - as
much as 450 tons per year. This pollution
is one key reason why Portland violates
Clean Air Act standards several days each
year. Greg Green, the Oregon Department
of Environmental Qµalicy's air quality
administrator, said the Portland area could
expect "significant reductions" in smog if
the pipeline is built.
. However, the emissions may be even
· higher than OEQ's estimates, .says
Williams, who reviewed air pollution permits for all Portland-Vancouverarea tank
farms, most of which are clustered on the
Willamette River near Linnton. Williams
says barge related smog may be closer to
800 tons a year in the Portland area. In
Pasco, barge-related smog emissions at
Tidewater's tank farm and a neighboring
facility owned by Chevron currently total
almost 1,500 tons per year.
Bricklin says these figures are not relevant because Tidewater intends to install
gasoline-vapor recovery systems that
would prevent the pollution.
In Pasco, at least, Bricklin is correct.
Newly installed pollution control equipment will soon reduce the barge related
pollution there to about 300 tons per year,
according to Washington air pollution officials. But the Portland-area tank farms
have not filed applications for similar pollution-reduction equipment.
All of which underscores the face chat
all decisions involving oil usage have multi-impacts - impacts that arc as close as
tailpipes, as distant as oil-soaked tundra, as
real as respiratory problems and death, and
as avoidable as weather mutated by global
wanning, if only lifestyles could be
changed. The issue here will come down
to whether the Pacific Northwest can
finally get a grip on its out-of-control use
of petroleum with meaningful limits on
consumption and growth, and if decision
makers will choose to evict petroleum
barges from the Columbia and return the
river to its rightful owner - salmon.
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Washington Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council, 925
Plum Street SE, Bldg. 4, PO Box 43172, Olympia. WA
98504-3172, (360) 956-2121,
http://wcbOl.energy.wsu.edu/org/c fscc/
Olympic Pipeline, proponents of a new fuel pipeline in
Washington, contact Orion Group Associates, 40:,9 ~ 21st
Ave. W, Suite 404, Seattle WA 98199, (206) Ul3-5768.
Cascades Columbia 1\lliance, a group working against the
pipeline, 1001 Cooper Point Road SW, Suite 140-334,
Olympia WA 98502. (360) 696-2483.
Tidewater Barge Co., 6 Beach Dr, Vancouver, WA 986617198, (360) 956-2121
Fred Felleman of Ocean Advocates explains why protecting Puget Sound from oil spills a vital issue for the
Pacific Northwest, at the Real News website,
http://www.realnews.org/oped/oil.hcm
·

A River Lost: The Life and Death of the Columbia River, by
Blaine Harden, 1996, W.W. Norton & Co.

SPARTINA
Ad Hoc Coalition for Willapa Bay, a group opposed to
pesticide usage in eradicatingspartina, (360) 665-4543.
The Willapa Alliance, a group working for environmental and economic balance in the area. (36) 875-5195.
www.ecotrust.org/alliance.htm

SALMON
A Canadian view of the Pacific Salmon Treacy is the
Department of Oceans and Fisheries website,
www.ncr.dfo.ca/new/ncw_c.htm
For a tribal view on the treaty, check out the Northwest
Indian Fisheries website: mako.nwifc.wa.gov/nwifc.html
Links wall kinds of information on salmon, assembled

.EDUC AT IO HAL TOOLS
THE EKVIRON;\fEN'f'AL INFORMATION CENTER at Seattle Public Library has constructed the
Seattle Environmental Education I lornepage (SEEH)
through funding from the Alliance for Education and in
cooperation with the Seattle Environmental Education
Committee (City of Seattle). The home page is designed
to ace as a clearinghouse for teachers and students to
obtain local environmental education classroom and field
trip opportunities, curriculum ideas and resources as well
as links to other environmental education pages on the
Internet. http://seeh.spl.org

THE CASCADIA SALMON TRAIL MAP PROJECT
is looking for volunteers to help identify trail "links" and
create a map of places where the salmon go. Links
· includeprimesalmon viewing areas, traditional tribal
fishing sites and local watershed restoration sites and
activities. For more information callThe Orion Group,
(206) 283-5768.
-

U IO E O
FOR THE LOVE OF GOLD, a new video on the
Blackfoot River and threats from proposed gold mine,
from the Clark Fork Pend O'Reille Coalition. This is the
story of the fabled river and its importance to a Montana
way-of-life. For your copy, send $15 (to cover dubbing
and shipping costs) to: Clark Fork-Pend Oreille
Coalition, Box 7593, Missoula, MT 59807. (406) 5420539. Email cfpoc@rnoncana.com:

by students at Riverside School in Lake Oswego, Ore.

www.riverdale.kl2.or.us/salmon.htm
A wealth of original documents and analysis on
Northwesfsalmon issues from Newsdata Corp. in
Seattle.
www.newsdata.com/encrnet/fishnet/fishletter/fish.lctter.h
tml

EUEHIS
ALTERNATIVES TO GROWTH CONFERENCE:
Strategies For a Smaller, Better Oregon, October 17 and
18, at Portland State University. Contact Oregon Natural
Resources Council, 5825 N. Greeley Ave., Portland, OR
97217, or call (503)-245-5756 or 503-283~6343.

GREAT OLD BROADS FOR WILDERNESS, fall
Paul Koberstei11 is editor of Oascadia Times.
He can be reached by email at cascadia@spiri.tone.com.

conference October 3-5 in Escalante, Utah. Self
dcscrihed as "a group of wilderness-loving women on the
far side of -lS (with hiking gear older than most young
enviros)." For more information. contact Liz Thomas at
GOBW, 1942 Broadway, Suite 206, Boulder CO, 80302.
(303) 443-702-l

OH THE IUEB
NORTHWEST CORPORATE ACCOUNTABJLITY
PROJECT, with examples of shareholder resolutions,
rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission, information on Washington corporations, Mutual Funds and
related websites. Also a link to Washington Department
of Ecology enforcement actions against corporations.
Contact David Ortman, (206) 789-6136, or surf to
www.scn.org/earth/wum

-.
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Thinking of making a charitable gift? Contact Earth
Share of Washington, 1402 Third Avenue, Suite 825
Seattle, WA 98101 or phone: (206) 622-9840.

• Publicize gour euent. publication. book. web site or actiuifg in CdsCdd;, Times. Send informatfon fo Cascadia Resource Guide, 25-6 NW 23rd Place 1406 Portland OR
U210. Deadline for submissions is the 10th of each month.
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Point ofmtl'l-------Oregon First in the U.S. to Limit
Climate Change Emissions
By Peter iVest
ile chc rhccoric was blowing hot
the recent Earth Summit on
he environment, Oregon was
husy enacting a bill to create the first concrete, measurable actions in the U.S. to
limit carbon dioxide (C02), the most pervasive climate changing pollutant, The
debate on glohal warming and climate
change has been Jong on promises and
short on action. Oregon, however, has taken a lead and pu t action on the agenda.
The buildup of greenhouse gases has
been altering the chemical composition of
the atmosphere, trapping more heat, raising
the Earth's average temperature, and shifting the world's climate. Over 3,000 scientists have confirmed that human activities
are a significant cause of the increasing
concentrations of these pollutants in the
atmosphere.
Studies by the University of
Washini;,rton indicate chat global warming in
the Northwest could mean summer water
shortages, dying forests, wildfires, coastal
landslides, flooded wetlands, dangerous
pollution levels, and contaminated water
supplies. We already see melting glaciers,
more extreme weather, and disrupted
ocean patterns (meaning worsening conditions for fisheries).
C02 is the major culprit in climate
change. Deforestation and the burning of
coal, oil and gas for electricity and transportation are the primary sources C02. In
Oregon 90 percent of the C02 emissions
come from driving cars and trucks. generating electricity, and using natural gas
(methane) in homes and businesses.
Until recently the strength of denial
has sidelined all but token actions. US
emissions of greenhouse gasses have actually increased since the 1990 international
agreement to begin controlling climate
change. ln Oregon alone, three large gas·
fired power planes have been built since
1991, and these plants emit over 3 million
cons of 002 per year - the pollution
equivalent of almost 600,000 cars every
year. The threats are very real and increasing. Bue surprisingly ready solutions exist.
Tired of small efforts and in response
to mounting pressure, Oregon cook real
action this year by enacting a state law
requiring new gas-fired power plants co
reduce their C02 emissions by at least
17%. The bill, HB3283. directs The
Oregon Energy Facility Siting Council co
extend these standards to other types of
generating facilities and provides a means
for toughening the standard to keep
Oregon from becoming an energy farm for
other States. The bill had the active support of the environmental community and
was signed by Governor Kitzhabcr in June,
t
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The new law establishes a set of flexible, enforceable and affordable ways to
achieve the standard. Some direct responsibility for the environmental-consequences
of climate change will now be embedded

r~to

the cost of new energy in Oregon. All
other environmental requirements and regulations for energy facilities remain and
important other protections against nuclear
power stay unchanged.
HR3283 was the culmination of years'
of work, hue oneof the significant milestones happened in 1996 when Oregon
reseed the marker for electric power and
found it could afford new environmental
standards for global warming. None of rhe
solutions (including reforestation, renewable resources, and source reduction) shifted competitive balances. and all provided
benefits to local economies.

Studies by the University
of Washington indicate
that global warming in
the Northwest could
mean summer water
shortages. dying forests.
wildfires. coastal
landslides.
flooded wetlands.
dangerous pollution
levels. and
contaminatedwater
supplies.

These results supported an analysis
from more than 2,000 economises, which
concluded that the l~5 can slow climate
change with simple steps char will cost little and actually benefit the economy. As
Oregon's test and subsequent action
showed: it is simply not an issue of the
economy versus the environment.
This legislation is a first step and an
example of what a state can do on its own.
However, existing power plants remain a
large problem. An operating coal plant, like
Centralia in Washington, will produce over
IO million tons of C02 per year. Worse,
there arc more than 700 power plants in
the US exempt from the Clean Air Act and
not required co have pollution controls.
The dirty 700 get a competitive
advantage that prevents cleaner sources,
and those with lower C02 emissions, from
coming on line. It is a form of corporate
welfare that distorts the market while it
destroys the environment. House Bill 3283
could not address existing emitters - bur

Congress and the Administration can.
Ac chc recent Earth Summit President
Clinton made a solid commitment to move
us ro a more sustainable path in the future.
There is no doubt that key pacts of the
solution include Clinton's programs for
conservation, solar energy and ongoing initiatives for ocher renewablcs. Solar, wind
and geothermal resources and conservation
measures provide rhc kind of environmental energy that will keep the global climate
stable and offset our reliance on destructive
fossil fuels.
The Adminisrracion should be
applauded for moving past denial. But
recognition of a problem is meaningless if
not followed by concrete actions. Sadly,
Senator Byrd (0-WV) and the Republican
leadership are maneuvering to thwart any
concrete commitments. Their focus in
recent Congressional debates has been to
obfuscate, obstruct and dwell on how to
adapt to any consequences of climate
change by building bigger dikes, more
dams and massive seawalls.
Checking into the hospital once the
disease has run rampant is hardly a rational
acrion. And perfectly expensive pork is no
cure. The smart, cheap, preventive solutions require coupling the President's strategy with limits on new emissions of C02
and immediate requirements for existing
sources.
The CS has the great potential co
comprehensively cackle the issue of climate
change. We arc responsible for 20% of the
world's C02 emissions. Using partial economics, Congressional opponents of action
claim the US can't afford co take the first
real steps; we can't be leaders. Oregon begs
to differ, and our experience shows simple,
inexpensive first steps are readily available
to all of us.
'I 'he issue can be addressed now, or
we can pay and pay in many more ways lacer. Oregon's efforts should set the trend as
the Administration prepares for the next
round of negotiations in Kyoto on climate
change. Ir is critical that we get the right
economic signals for the environment into
our energy choices today if we arc to move
our climate back to stability tomorrow.

Peterll~rt is a Senior PolityAssodatefor the
RnJefJl:oble:VoTtlw.V!St Proiea workingOfl sust11inable energyissues. Hehelped lead the enoironmentaladvoracyand negotiationsfor
Oregon HouseBill 3283.
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Theres- No Economic
Need For More Gold
To the editor:
About gold mining: I'm tired of waiting
for Congress co skinny down, stripping itself of
gold ducats and hot air w something more our
size. I believe gold will be mined so long as
there is gold to he mined and legal loopholes
can be found co make it profitable.
It's time to put aside the slimgshot and cry
a new strategy: Turn off the profit at the mine
instead of in Congress. If the price of gold
does down co $250 an ounce, gold mining will
not be profitable.
Last Christmas gold sold for $400 an
ounce. Now it hovers around $325. It has fallen $75 an ounce in seven months. We have
only $75 more to go, and it might go faster
now chat world economies are pretty stable
and the stock market is no longer a casino hue
a repository for school and retirement investrnenr, Even banks pay interest and guarantee
savings. Gold pays nothing. "There's no point
in holding it," according to Dale Henderson,
gold specialist ac the Federal Reserve.
It's time co help gold on its slide. All
those with big hearts and big pockets should
buy gold low and sell it high. It doesn't take
Bill Gates, although he would certainly be a
help, but it's noc a routine for chose of us
whose hearts outweigh our wallets, because
when you buy gold, you gee gold, not paper,
and you have to pay for storage until you sell
ic.
There is no worry about running out of
gold. About 80 percent of the gold mined
through all time is available in world
economies, enough co meet necessary demand
for hundreds of years.
Here's to a lovely Indian summer and a
gold-free fall!
M111gt1ret Turano Conratlsen
N(lpaCA

dams is an idea based on sound biology,
responsible economics, and our inescapable
legal and moral obligation to restore the fish.
There is time to save the fish if we begin
now. Poll after poll has shown that people are
willing to do what is necessary to save them. If
only our politicians could bottle the courage of
the fighting salmon and use it back in
Wa~hington, D.C., we could gee the job done.
First, stop the Army Corps juvenile-fish barging program. We believe that taking the fish
our of the river and sending chem co the ocean
in tankers and barges just isn't narural or effecrive. Choosing between barging and grinding
up the fish in the turbines is like choosing
between arsenic and cyanide for your morning
vitamins. \Ve have to stop using both of these
poisons if we expect to save our fish.
Some of our elected officials have taken a
good beginning step by endorsing Idaho's plan
for the federal government to "wean itself
away from juvenile-fish barging."
The next step will be to lower some
reservoirs and spill water away from the turbines during the migration season so that the
fish can gee co che sea. \Ve can save $800 million dollars in the Army Corps construction
budget over the next several years just by taking this simple path.
Our poliricians need to oppose the Army
Corps of Engineers plans to squander taxpayer
money "gold placing" the four lower Snake
River dams. They want to build fish screens
that can only operate at full-pool and by retrofit old turbines chat ought co be retired.
In the long run we must stop throwing
good money after bad and begin restoring a
healthy river. Idaho Rivers United is at lease
one citizens, group pledged towards that goal.
H~1dy l. WiLi-011

faecutn.JeDirator fdflho Rioea United
(208) 343-7481

Swipe at NRDC
Not Justified
To the editor:

It's Time to Remove
Four Snake River Dams
'Io the Editor:
Idaho Rivers United, a non-profit river
conservation group, supports removal of the
four Lower Snake River dams because our
research shows chat the dams aren't worth savmg.
After spending hundreds of millions of
dollars and 25 years, there apparently is no
way to correctthe harm that these dams cause
to Idaho's wild ocean-goingfish. It is time to
correct the mistakes of the past before extinction becomes the final solution. Politicians
have avoided the tough decisions citing "scientific uncertainty."
Fishery scientists now agree that the
Snake River will never enjoy healthy, fishable
populations of wild salmon and steelhead as
long as the four lower Snake River dams are in
place. People without a stomach for change
argue that the four lower Snake River dams
contribute so much to the regional economy.
But by retiring the dams we stop hemorrhaging money on failed recoverymeasures and
expensive corporate subsidies. Retiring the

Kevin Bell's article, "The Unbearable
Rightness of Green," (August 1997 CT) contains a swipe at :-.JROC (Natural Resources
Defense Council) that is wholly inaccurate.
You said that BPA (Bonneville Power
Administration) was "recently certified by
Natural Resources Defense Council as the
greenest utility in America." I assume that you
are referring to our September 1996 ranking of
utilities' carbon dioxide emissions per dollar of
revenue, where we ranked BPA first {which is
the simple truth) but went on to say that "We
intend no blanket endorsement ... large-scale
hydropower in particular carries numerous
environmental liabilities that arc independent
of its greenhouse-gas profile" (p. 22, n. 10).
The report was clearly identified and publicized as an assessment of financial risks associated with COZ emissions from electrical generation; we did not attempt to certify anyone
as "green" or "greener".
I chink we deserve a published apology
from a writer who normally is far more careful
and accurate.
Ralph Cor:onogh

SeniorAttomey, NRDC
8011 Franasco C1

Kevin Bell responds.
Technically, Cavanagh is absolutely correct. NRDC is not the focus of che article, and
it was certainly not my intent to malign
NRDC as an organization,or Cavanagh as a
co-author of the report.
In the context of the article, however, I
continue to chink that my passing comment is
closer to the mark. What matters co a porencial
green consumer is not the caveat in a report
that they never saw. What matters is the news
report they read based on a press release chat
says (unless you read it very closely) that BPA
has the lowest environmental liability in
America, with BPA officials in cow at the press
conference at the cop, and a hydro caveat (not
directly linked co BPA) buried at the bottom
(sample press release enclosed). During my
conversations with RPA staff in rhe course of
writing the article, Twas struck by the repeated assertion chat RPA was "inherently" green,
and by repeated references co the NRDC
report as evidence of that assertion.
This is the fascinating and weird thing
about green marketing. Ihappen co believe
that, like restructuring, there is the potential
here for some truly great outcomes. But the
potential for abuse is huge. [ do not believe
that NRPC deliberately set out tO inaccurately cast BPA as a green uciliry (just as I don't
think EDF set out to hoodwink consumers). 1
very much believe that internally .it RPA and
outside of the Pacific Northwest, the effect of
the N R OC report, or at lease the publicity surrounding the report, was co do just chat.

-

F.ditor's Note:
For those who never saw it, NRDC's
report, RisAy B11si11ess: 1/idden F,11uiro11111e111al
l.iaMitiesOfPoeer I'/011t Ow11e,yh;p, is published on the internet on the NROC sire:
www.nrdc.org/nrdcpro/rbr/rbcinx.html. This is
the full text and selected tables of NROC's
ranking of the "environmental liability" for all
major U.S. utilities. You can find all of the
BPA's press releases at www.bpa.gov.

The Biggest Problem is
Too Much Consumption
'lb the editor:
I read the publication and agree with
most of what l see. That is, Iagree chat it has
most, maybe all of the things that can be used
to treat the symptoms of the basic problem.
Bue it ignores the real problem, which
will not go away except catastrophically if we all of us - do not recognize it. and work at
removing it.
That problem is ours, and chat of most of
the world: Overpopulation is growing with
each day. We arc demanding - and getting by
sheer mass pressure - more and more and
more of our diminishing resources.
Remy Steear:
MilwaukieOR

Cascadia Tunes welcomes letters that
reflect on issues of concern to tre region
Please e-mail them if at all possible to
cascadia ¢spiritone corn
Or send them to us at 25-6 Nortlwies:
23rd Place. No 406. Ponlano OR 972rn
Tr',' to limit them to 400 words A:I letters
are s111J1ect to editing for space
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how someone living in D.C. could be so
down co earth. He draws insightful conThis work of progressive populist
trasts between cold and manipulative
common sense could well rank Sam
white \Vashington and the friendly and
Smith as our modern Tom Paine.
humane black city surrounding it. With a
·
Roth entertaining and informative,
background in community-based
Smith's book is just what the tide
activism, Sam is a delightful paradox, a
promises, a repair manual for policies and
neighborhood-power advocate living in
the country. Making abundant use of
one of the world's great imperial centers.
capsules and summaries, Smith covers
Smith embodies
an amazing
an emerging grassroots policies best
described as progres. _ sive populism. A
,_. ,..~ D.C. Green, he
helped scare the
Association of State
Green Parties, the
new national Green
federation that rose
out of the 096
Nader presidential
campaign. Like
Nader, Smith's
focus is very
much on bringing
hack democracy
co a country
increasingly controlled by huge
corporatebureaucratic
institutions.
With grace
and humor,
Smith leaps
over the walls
that confine
all too much
of today's
progressive
and environmental
activism in
self-righteous, inefSam Smith's Great American
fective isolation.
Political Re1air Manual: How
He expounds a
To Rebuild Our Country So the
amount of ground.
crossover poliPolitics
Aren't
Broken
and
Sam has managed to
tics that holds
Politicians Aren't J, ixed!
cram into 247 highly
significant
1997, W.W. Norton & Co., New
readable pages a virpotential to
York,
247 pages, $14.95 paper
tually comprehensive
unite a new
guide to the best
American
ideas out there today
majority.
for restoring democracy, justice, cities,
Writes Smith, "We have to move
the environment, media, economic equicoward a politics that offers a choice not
ty, civil liberties and ethnic harmony.
between left and right but between corNo snobbish academic leftist conporatism and democracy, not between
surned with abstracted debate about
big government and big business but
how many strategies can fit on the head
between overbearing institutions and
of a pin, Sam Smith is instead a represupportive communities ... "
sentative of a rare breed. In the I.E
That policies includes profound
Stone tradition, Smith publishes the
ideas for electoral reform, such as replacfeisty Progressive Review. He is a truly
ing winner-cake-all elections with proindependent journalist with his feet
portional and preference voting systems.
firmly grounded in the reality of neighHe would restore citizen power by stripborhoods and everyday people - In this
ping corporations of their "personhood"
case the poor and heavily black neighand bringing back the revocable corpoborhoods of Washington, D.C. to which
rate charters that prevailed in early years
he is native.
of U.S. history.
In fact, his section, "Why a white
Cutting corporate power and subsiguy likes livi~g
a black city," _s.hows
. dies would savC? jaxpayers a lot of dough,

}?

as illustrated by a chart on page 81.
Waste management interests in 1992
made $3 million in congressional race
contributions and next session received
$300 million in subsidies and tax breaks.
\lining is more extreme $1 million for
$2 billion. Think that's a lot? Check natural gas· $3 million for $4.3 billion, coal
$1 million for $8 billion, oil - $23 million
for $8.8 billion, and nuclear $100,000
for $11 billion.
Sam effectively pokes through economic myths such as that Social Security
is going broke Only if you assume the _
country will perform worse economically
rhan it did during the great depression
or that budget deficits are a had thing
no more than going in debt to buy a
house or car. Printing money to invest in
capital projects that yield long-term benefits is how we became prosperous, he
notes.
Smith outlines a common-sense
economic plan that includes cooperatives, community hanking, civic-owned
enterprise, local currencies, shorter work
weeks and revival of usury laws. He
urges revising economic statistics to
count environmental and social destruction as a loss. Cleaning up a toxic waste
site or throwing people in jail docs not
count as economic gain even though the
gross domestic product does just that,
Smith says.
In his folksy way, Sam recommends
we break through such obfuscations as
"risk assessment" and instead study
poker. Vv'e're playing an odds game with
the planets environment that we're
bound to lose, he says. To win, he says,
environmentalists must include the
human community in their message.
"Urban neighborhoods should be considered human marshes as worthy of
protection as any wecland." And avoid
moralistic priggery. "Emphasize a politics of enlightened self-interest.."
As a dedicated city dweller, Sam is
finely tuned to the possibilities of citizen
activism for "designing urban places for
those who actually live there," as he
subtitles his urban chapter. He digs at
the edifice complex which has convention-centered, aquariurned and sky-boxstadiurned city after city at the public's
expense while real neighborhoods go co
hell. Smith knows cities can be good
places for people to live if they stop
crusting elites and experts and become
their own city planners.
Smith has seen firsthand che elite's
real solution for poor urban neighborhoods, control by paramilitary police
under the guise of the war on drugs. He
is not afraid co decry that war as a deadly
threat to civil liberties worse than the
threat it poses to combat. On page 45 is
a sickening list or new restrictions on
freedom less than a generation old
aimed at drugs and "terrorism," from
roadblocks to warrantless searches to
property seizures. To save our freedom,
the necessity is "useit or lose it,'! Smith
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advises.
The author's inner ciry background
equips him with another set of key
insights about ethnic relations. And call
it ethnic because race is a myth with no
scientific base, he says. Smith courageously criticizes the treatment of racism
and bigotry as deviant. It's nor. It's normal, he writes, and backs his case with
anthropology. The issue is not hate it's
cultural narcissism. Recognizing that
unhappy fact, "our repertoire of solutions might tilt more toward education
and mediation and away from being self .
righteous multicultural missionaries con·
verting yahoos in the wilds of the soul."
Sam says not all the hundreds of
ideas contained in this remarkable guide
will work. But it is "an American establishment that tends to dismiss new ideas
as untested, radical. off the wall or dangcrous" that has given us a strained
economy, degraded environment and
alienated citizenry.
Too often, progressives and environmentalists seem to buy inco chat same
negativity, feeling it sufficient to stand
back and snipe without standing up for
the bold ideas needed to make fundamental changes. Sam reminds us that
pare of what defines us as Americans is
readiness to experiment and freedom co
make misrakes-lf we're wrong, try
something else. Thar is what we're in
danger of losing.
"America has never been perfect,"
he writes, "it's just been a place where it
was easier to fix things that were broken.
The ability to repair ourselves has long
been one of our great characteristics as a
people and a nation. This book is written in the faith that we still possess it."
In this conservative era that is a substantial leap of faith. Sam Smith's
American repair manual is
solid a
jumping-off point as there is to be had.
A
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